
FUNERAL FLOWERS

BEAUTIFULLY FRESH & DELIVERED WITH CARE



CIRCULAR WREATH
Circular wreaths are a symbol of never ending love - 
they have no beginning and no end and are a beautiful 
tribute for a family member or friend. They can be made 
in a colour scheme of Your choice and come in two 
styles; Mixed Seasonal and Lily & Rose.

MIXED SEASONAL
Large £50
Extra large £70

ROSE & LILY
Large £60
Extra large £80

FLORAL SPRAYS
Floral sprays are a traditional design using any choice 
of flower or colour scheme You wish and are available 
in two styles and two sizes 

POSIES
Posies are a simple and traditional tribute and can be 
made in a number of colour combinations; green & white, 
pink & purple and red & yellow.

Rose & Lily Posy £25
Scented Posy £25
Children's Posy £20

SHEAFS
Sheafs offer a simple yet substantial cost-effective tribute.

Rose Sheaf £30 
Arum Lily Sheaf £60

MIXED SEASONAL
Standard (2ft) £30

Large (3ft) £50

ROSE & LILY
Standard (2ft) £40

Large (3ft) £70

A BEAUTIFUL TRIBUTE
At a time of loss and bereavement, flowers are a mark of respect and can 
provide comfort to those who grieve.

Flowers play an important part of a funeral and are a simple and beautiful way 
to create a personal tribute to a loved one.

Our most popular designs and arrangements are featured in this brochure, 
however, we are happy to create designs which are personal, unique and 
bespoke for You.



FLORAL/COFFIN SPRAY (Lily & Rose)

CIRCULAR WREATH (Mixed Seasonal) CIRCULAR WREATH (Rose & Lily)

ARUM LILY SHEAF ROSE SHEAF POSY
(Available in white, red or yellow)



COFFIN SPRAYS
Coffin Sprays are the most favoured 
tribute from a family or group; brothers 
& sisters; aunts & uncles’ nieces & 
nephews; sons & daughters. These 
large impressive designs can be 
created in a colour combination
and size of Your choice

PERMANENT TRIBUTES
Made from high quality artificial flowers and foliage these designs are constructed on a 
sturdy base and are  made to last. They are the perfect tribute of choice during the winter 
months as they are unaffected by frost and adverse weather. Our impressive  permanent 
arrangements are available in a very pleasing combination of 
colours, styles and sizes. Pictured below are a selection from 
our collection. If You would like to view our  extensive range, 
or if you have something bespoke in mind please do not 
hesitate to get in touch and we will do our very best to fulfil 
your requirements.

FLORAL/ COFFIN 
SPRAY

(Mixed Seasonal)

MIXED SEASONAL
Standard (4ft) £90

Large (5ft) £120

Extra Large (6ft) £150

LILY & ROSE
Standard (4ft) £110

Large (5ft) £140

Extra Large (6ft) £ 170

Large Posy £40

Mixed Spray £40

Large Coffin Spray £80

LARGE COFFIN SPRAY

LARGE POSIES MIXED SPRAY



OPEN MIXED HEART TRIBUTE

HEART TRIBUTES
Heart tributes are very much an 
expression from the heart, an ideal tribute 
for a loved one, close family member or 
friend. Available in your choice of colours 
and two favourable sizes.

OPEN MIXED HEART TRIBUTE

Standard £60
Large £80

SINGLE ROSE
Known for their simple beauty and intoxicating fragrance, there's no 
better way to send a heartfelt message than with the classic rose.

Single Roses are often carried by close family members, loved 
ones & friends and are placed on the coffin during the 
burial. 

These long stemmed, large roses are Available 
in red, white or yellow are symbolic of; 

Red - Love
Yellow - Friendship
White - Spirituality

FLORAL LETTERS
Floral letters, titles and names are meaningful, symbolic and extremely personal. They 
can depict a persons position in the family or spell a specific name. These designs are 
a perfect tribute from either  an individual or a group.

Among the most popular are - 'MUM', 'DAD', ‘GRANNY',  'GRANDAD', ‘SON’, 'SISTER', 
'DAUGHTER',  ‘BROTHER' & 
'WIFE'

However we can create any name 
or title You choose with a 
minimum of two and a maximum 
of eight letters.

These designs are available in 
both fresh flowers or permanent 
flowers with a choice of foliage or 
ribbon edging, each letter 
measures approximately 1 ft by 1 ft.

Fresh Flowers £45 per letter
Permanent Flowers £40 per letter

£2 each



SPECIALIST TRIBUTES
Alternative letters and specialist tributes are also 
available, these include Floral Footballs & Jerseys, 
Teddy Bears, Tractors, Butterflies, Angels, Dogs, Cars 
& Celtic Crosses. We will be happy to discuss your 
requirements with You regarding these meaningful, 
bespoke designs. 

ORDERING
Flowers may be ordered through Your undertaker or by phoning Roisin on 078 4315 
4169.

COMPLIMENTARY DELIVERY
Delivery on all orders is complimentary and all major credit & debit cards are 
accepted for Your convenience. 

Please Note: Our flowers are the finest quality, however being a natural product 
colour and size variations may occur due to seasonal availability, the designs 
illustrated in this brochure are for illustration purposes only.

Proprietor: Roisin McAtee
94 Rockstown Road, Carrickmore BT79 9BE
Tel. 078 4315 4169 E: roisinmcatee@me.com

www.nettlesandpetals.com


